
MARGENSER STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The Area 29 MARGENSER newsletter is published to
foster unity and facilitate communication among AA
members, groups, districts, and intergroups within
the Maryland General Service Area. The MARGENSER
aims to be instrumental in carrying the AA message.
This quarterly newsletter seeks to publish AA-related
material, including personal stories of experience,
strength, and hope. Material will be reviewed by the
MARGENSER committee chairperson or by a member
of the committee. Nothing published in the
MARGENSER should be thought of as a statement of
Area 29 or AA policy. Finally, publication shall not
constitute endorsement by the newsletter itself, Area
29, intergroups, districts, local groups, or AA as a
whole.

1ST QUARTER 2014

Reflections and Projections
Ron M., Area 29 Panel 64 Delegate
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As I am embarking on a new and exciting adventure as
Delegate, I have taken the time to take a very long look
over my shoulder and reflect on my journey. Like many of
us, my introduction to Alcoholics Anonymous was not a
personally desired or happy occasion. Life was certainly
over, and would only be downhill from there. A black hole
loomed ahead. Going to meetings seemed fruitless, and
certainly listening to the horror stories of others did not
convey the idea of life ever becoming happy, joyous and
free.
Like most of us, I was quickly introduced to the coveted

job of coffee maker at my first home group. Two sponsors
traded me off every other evening in order to go to those
nasty meetings. Just how was I supposed to get sober with
a strong diet of coffee and donuts? It all seemed pretty
crazy to me. After what seemed an eternity I was told that
I was to become the beginner’s meeting chairperson. Wow!
I was finally getting some well deserved recognition.
Somehow, somewhere along the way, I realized that I

was enjoying the participation and became more active.
Eventually, I was even group treasurer and responsible for
the money. Can you imagine? Back in the day I was the
guy who used to steal money from my wife’s purse in order

to buy cheap vodka. A short while later I became group
secretary. Strangely enough, I enjoyed the challenge, and
wonderful things were certainly beginning to happen!
Moving to a new geographic location in 1977, I started a

new meeting, mostly for my convenience. It quickly grew to
be the main meeting in the area, and spawned a few others.
I was elected to be my home group’s GSR, even though at
first I had no idea what that meant. That led to my becom-
ing DCM for District 6 which naturally led to the require-
ment that I attend Area 29 meetings. This presented a
whole new AA world to me. Involvement in Area 29
allowed me the opportunity to become more involved as
Finance Chair, Registrar, Workshop Chair and Treatment
Committee Chair. I have now served as Alternate Delegate
for the past two (2) years and most recently been elected as
Area 29 Delegate to the General Service Conference, and for
that I am most honored and humbled.
Never in my wildest dreams, as I shuffled through the

doors of Alcoholics Anonymous, did I envision that I would
have the opportunity to serve in this capacity. As I was
told upon being elected and appointed to my previous
service positions, I was working my way to the bottom of

continued on page 2...



the service triangle. As Area 29
Delegate, I am no longer in the posi-
tion of telling people what to do but
rather being told what to do for the
benefit of Alcoholics Anonymous as a
whole. Since moving to the bottom of
the service triangle I have been given
the opportunity of serving each and
every member of AA, especially those
in Area 29, in its newly identified 34
districts. It is my unqualified intention
to fulfill my obligations to the best of
my ability, and for that opportunity I
offer one and all my heartfelt thanks.
Since being elected, I have received

a steady stream of communication

from the General Service Office (GSO)
in New York, along with emails from
numerous delegates and alternate dele-
gates in North America. Initially they
were all congratulatory, but now they
are requests for information as to how
certain issues are being handled by
Area 29; for example, “Do you have a
local service manual?”
In addition, GSO constantly

provides needed information regarding
the upcoming conference which will be
held in Rye, New York, April 27 - May
3, 2014. Immediately following the end
of the conference all attendees are
offered the opportunity to visit and
tour “Stepping Stones.” I intend to take

advantage of this opportunity.
In early January I received informa-

tion and directions on how to access
the closely controlled “Dashboard”
which serves as the communication
link between GSO and the delegates. In
addition, I received notification indi-
cating that I had been assigned to the
“AGENDA” committee. This commit-
tee is comprised of a maximum of nine
(9) members. This year there are four
(4) new members and next year there
will be five (5).
In closing, if I can be of any assis-

tance please contact me at my email
Rule62-@live.com or cell phone 410-
279-0185.
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ALL Service Matters
Don B., Area 29 Secretary

A new year. A new service rotation
cycle. A new set of goals, hopes,
dreams, and possibilities. And a whole
lot of potential difficulties, too. Yet in
Alcoholics Anonymous, we have
learned how to focus on the solution
rather than fixating on and staying
stuck in the problem. And that solu-
tion, albeit seemingly difficult at times,
has remained remarkably simple as it
has developed over the past 78 years:
continuous spiritual development
through the vigorous application of the
Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions, and
Twelve Concepts of Alcoholics
Anonymous in all our affairs. The spir-
itual experience of A.A. thus permits
us to become active participants in the
miracle of the millennium – victory
over our alcoholism and restoration of
our rightful, God-intended place as
productive, useful members of society.
It all starts at the individual, the

personal level. Unless we each
acknowledge and accept on a daily
basis our utter powerlessness over
alcohol, then we will never have the
motivation to take the action necessary
to undergo the life-changing process of
spiritual transformation promised by
our program of recovery. When we
admit to our innermost selves that we

are indeed victims of an abnormal
physical reaction to ethyl alcohol in
any form and that we cannot overcome
our strange mental blank spots by rely-
ing on our unaided willpower, intelli-
gence, education, or any other human
source, then we find ourselves ready to
accept help from a Higher Power. The
A.A. way of accessing that Spirit of the
Universe is through the Twelve Steps,
our twelve keys to freedom: honesty,
hope, faith, courage, integrity, willing-
ness, humility, justice, love, persever-
ance, spirituality, and service. That is
why Recovery through the Twelve
Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous is our
First Legacy and the foundation of our
sober lives today.
With virtually no exception, alco-

holics cannot recover in isolation. We
need each other. That’s why we have
sponsors, meetings, home groups, and
the fellowship of Alcoholics
Anonymous. We also need some insur-
ance that a loving God, rather than our
individual self-wills run riot, will
remain the guiding beacon of A.A.
While our spirits may be awakened,
our egos never sleep; we could very
well destroy ourselves from within
unless we voluntarily obey the unen-
forceable constraints we have placed

on ourselves of unity, trust, identity,
autonomy, purpose, solidarity, respon-
sibility, fellowship, structure, neutral-
ity, anonymity, and spirituality. Our
unity as a movement and our very
existence as sober members of our
families hinges upon our adherence to
these spiritual principles. Thus, our
Second Legacy is Unity through the
Twelve Traditions. Without it, we are
doomed to die lonely, alcoholic deaths.
The Twelve Concepts for World

Service are the codification of our
Third Legacy of Service. The Concepts
represent the principal means by which
we bring our individual spiritual
awakenings to bear in all service
matters. Whether we are serving as
greeter, coffeemaker, secretary, treas-
urer, meeting leader, sponsor, sponsee,
group representative, committee
member, conference delegate, trustee,
clean-up crew member, grill cook, or
driver, our objective is always the
same: to carry the message of
Alcoholics Anonymous to the alcoholic
who still suffers. And the Twelve
Concepts, although originally formu-
lated to guide us in our world service
decisions, contain a treasure chest of
wisdom which we can apply at all

(Reflections and Projections) continued from page 1...
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levels of service, from the way we
speak to a shaky newcomer stumbling
through the doors of A.A. for the first
time or the way we treat our family
members at home, all the way down
the service triangle from our home
groups to the trustees on our General

Service Board and the manager of our
General Service Office. We would all
benefit from following these principles
of unity, conscience, trust, equality,
consideration, responsibility, balance,
delegation, ability, clarity, humility, and
guidelines represented by our Twelve
Concepts, as well as the character traits

of selflessness, realism, representation,
dialogue, compassion, and respect
embodied in the General Warranties of
Concept XII.
Let’s make it our goal in 2014 to study

and apply ALL the spiritual principles
of Alcoholics Anonymous in ALL our
affairs, because ALL service matters.

The Twelve Steps offer a variety of
moments for self-examination as we
work through our suggested program of
recovery; ideally with the help of a spon-
sor. As I worked the steps with my first
sponsor, I often had to pray for the will-
ingness to take some of these actions.
But, it was that first step of self-examina-
tion that made the real difference in my
journey into recovery. I am not referring
to Step One in this instance, but instead
the moment of clarity that I had in my

drinking that allowed me to realize I had
a problem that I could not solve. The so
called drink problem. Fortunately for me
there was another alcoholic in my life
who had recently made this same discov-
ery. Their recovery allowed me to find a
solution to my problem, this solution is
Alcoholics Anonymous. The willingness
for self-examination was there, in the
form of despair, and I would now be
exposed to further self-examination
through the Twelve Steps.

That next examination point was a big
one; Step One. It is really two steps in
one: “We admitted we were powerless
over alcohol ‘Hyphen’ that our lives had
become unmanageable.” The Twelve and
Twelve asks us, “Who cares to admit
complete defeat?” I didn’t. I was twenty-
seven years old, I had a lot of life to live
yet. I was indestructible, or so I thought.
But upon that initial self-examination,
before Step One, I found not just cracks

New Year’s 2014 rang in for me at the
inaugural alcathon sponsored by District
19 at St. David’s Church in Baltimore. It
was a great event, well-attended, and
I’ve received nothing but positive feed-
back about it. But what made the occa-
sion such a positive event for me was
when someone at the first meeting
mentioned that they’d been having a
difficult time during their first sober
holiday season and had been looking
forward to that meeting all day. Hearing
that made the relatively small effort I’d
put into that event all worthwhile. In
giving there is receiving, and I received a
great feeling knowing that I was able to
help at least one person stay sober one
more day. My heartiest congratulations
to Susan W. and all the members of her
committee and District 19 who worked
so hard to make that event happen!
I often say that the greatest feelings

I’ve ever gotten at an AAmeeting, and in
life in general, have been those several
occasions when I’ve been approached at

a meeting by a newcomer who told me
they were there because they’d heard me
speak at an institution to which they’d
been confined, and that something I’d
said had struck a chord. If you’ve not yet
had that experience, you’ve not spoken
at enough institutions.
And some of the behind-the-scenes

service work I’ve been blessed to
perform has resulted in tremendous
growth experiences for me and helped
keep me sober. Today I look back fondly
on those 3:00 AM visits to the Northeast
Maryland Intergroup to pay bills and
record group contributions (even if I
wasn’t so fond of them at the time). That
was a period in my sobriety when,
because of work and family obligations, I
wasn’t able to get to as many meetings
as I was used to and would have
preferred. But because of that service
commitment, I never felt that I was
losing touch with AA or that I wasn’t a
part of something much bigger than
myself.

On occasion, when not spiritually fit,
I fall into thinking that I’d be perfectly
content just being by myself, perhaps
being a hermit off in some cabin out in
the woods. But experience, that greatest
of teachers, has made it plainly evident
that I am happier and more serene when
I am relating to others and a part of my
alcoholic (recovering) tribe. And, in a
nutshell, that is why service has been
such an integral part of my recovery. It
keeps me a part of AA, not a drifter on
the outskirts.
Now, as I embark on my latest service

opportunity as Area 29 Panel 64
Treasurer, I am not sure of the rewards
headed my way as a result. But experi-
ence has taught me that they will be
bountiful. And therefore I encourage all,
newcomers and old-timers alike, to find
your niche in AA service. The opportuni-
ties are many and varied, just like us.
And, at least for me, there is great joy
and happiness to be found in helping
others, even if only in a small way.

The Bountiful Rewards of Service
Kurt W., Area 29 Panel 64 Treasurer

Self-Examination
Terry P., Area 29 Webmaster

(ALL Service Matters) continued from page 2...
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SEND YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO...

In accordance with the 7th Tradition and abiding by the group conscience of
your home group, you may send contributions in support of Area 29 to:
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in my indestructible shell of youth, but
that my life was a complete mess (AKA
unmanageable). Self-examination
allowed me to see the unmanageability
alcohol caused in my life, and to admit
my powerlessness. That admission came
while I sat in a meeting of Alcoholics
Anonymous, one I had arrived to via a
treatment facility van. I had to, and did,
admit complete and utter defeat.
Becoming a member of AA as defined

by the Third Tradition, having a desire to
stop drinking, I continued through these
steps with the help of a sponsor. Next, I
had to examine my need for a spiritual
remedy. My sponsor pointed out again,
in the same way AA literature does, that
I did not need to do this all at once, that
there was no specific spiritual path I
must walk. I simply needed to have the
willingness to begin a journey of spiri-
tual discovery. Self-examination revealed
that I had the willingness. Truthfully, at
that early stage, I was still struggling
with admitting my lack of sanity, as
defined in Step Two, but nonetheless I
was willing to accept some spiritual
help. The full realization of my insanity
came later through more self-examina-
tion; which I now chuckle at my initial
trepidations over such a term.
My biggest opportunity for in-depth

self-examination came as I began to
write Step Four. When I started this
process, my sponsor said “In the Big
Book of Alcoholics Anonymous, start at
the top of page 62 and read to the
bottom of page 63. Don’t worry that the

beginning and end of this reading are in
the middle of a sentence.” So I read, start-
ing at the top of page 62, “if the rest of the
world would only behave.” There, the
book said it. That was my problem. It was
you people. Ah, self-examination done.
But, as I continued to read, the book
further elaborated that selfishness and
self-centeredness were the root of my
problems. I wondered what this had to do
with drinking. The book then goes on to
say these character flaws are driven by a
hundred forms of fear. Ok, I can connect
fear to drinking. Hadn’t the bottle once
given me liquid courage? Liquor at one
time erased those thoughts of self-pity
and shame that I felt. But that had
stopped working. I needed a better solu-
tion, one that was not destructive. That
was when I started to realize that this
step, this self-examination, would allow
me to move beyond those fears, to find
out where I had been the cause of my
own misery, and the misery of those
around me. My feet were now set on a
spiritual path, formed by my faith in a
power greater than myself to not only fix
the problem of selfishness and self-
centeredness, but to also arrest the drink
problem. Self-examination was the key
forming this path in recovery.
As I worked Step Four and Step Five, I

realized that God was doing for me what
I could not do for myself, and I was only
half way through. Turning a few pages
the book told me that very thing. This
self-examination thing was working. I
had made my lists of resentments, fears
and sex conduct, and I had reviewed

these with my sponsor and God. Next, I
examined my character defects and how
those flaws had allowed me to be a hurri-
cane in the lives of others. Where had I
been wrong? It was hard not to see this
when I had it on paper right in front of
me.
Our book continues by explaining how

self-examination must turn into action, so
now I would like to reflect on where I am
today in my self-examination. Having
learned a lot from the steps on how I
conduct self-examination, through a spiri-
tual process of action, I use the rest of the
principles of this program to continue on
my spiritual path of recovery on a daily
basis.
The Big Book outlines some basic

processes I use in my life. On page 84 I am
told that my next function is to grow in
understanding and effectiveness. In order
to do that, the book says I must continue
to watch for selfishness, dishonesty,
resentment and fear. When (not IF, as my
sponsor likes to remind me) these crop up,
the book tells me what to do about it; “We
ask God at once to remove them, we
discuss with someone immediately and
make amends and then turn our thoughts
to someone we can help.” Those instruc-
tions are as clear and concise as I can hope
to have for self-examination. A little
further on, the Big Book tells me what
specifically to do on a daily basis. I need
to constructively review my day upon
retiring at night and upon awakening, I
think about the twenty four hours ahead.
There I’m reminded to ask God to direct

(Self-Examination) continued from page 3...
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A cloud of spirituality hovered over
Hagerstown, Maryland, from October 24
to October 27, 2013. Instead of dissipating
into the air, the cloud entered the soul
and spirit of attendees of the Fall
Convention as they went about pursuing
their everyday lives.
The Fall Convention was a SUCCESS.

Why? Approximately 488 people joined
together for four days and stayed sober.
Lives were enhanced or changed for the
good by the experience. The theme, “We
have entered the world (realm) of the
Spirit,” permeated each speaker meeting,
Al-Anon function, and alcathon and was
put into action at the workshops. New
AAmembers from the local halfway

houses joined in the workshops with
fellow AAs fromArea 29 and surround-
ing Areas; they not only learned about
AA but experienced it firsthand. Amovie,
DJ dance, costume contest, and excellent
comedian, along with great meals and
coffee, added creature comforts and
fellowship to the convention. I was
blessed by my Higher Power to have the
best possible committee and on-site
helpers who were enthusiastic, learned,
and tireless.
But the key was the spirit of AA that

abounded for four days. In one alcathon
meeting, a woman spoke up that
although she had years of sobriety in AA,
this alcathon meeting was the first one

she had heard since having her hearing
restored by a recent operation. At the last
alcathon meeting, a guest from the hotel
literally stumbled into the meeting not
knowing what it was. Halfway through
the meeting, he stood up and said that he
had a problem with alcohol, needed help,
and was glad he was there. After the
meeting, he was showered with the love
and fellowship of AA at one o’clock in the
morning.
The Fall Convention was indeed a

success. If you were there, you already
know that. If you were not, consider the
benefits of such functions and make plans
to attend the State and Fall Conventions
in June and October 2014, respectively.

A Successful Fall Convention 2013
Bill H., Fall Convention Chair

my thinking. I believe this is the crux of
my program today. If I resolutely turn
my will over to the care of God as I
understand him, then my self-examina-
tion should be easy.
Next, Step Eleven gives me further

guidance on how to enhance my spiritual
connection through prayer and medita-
tion. I have often heard in the rooms of
AA, that prayer is asking God to show us
direction and meditation is God giving us

His answer.
I have used the Big Book as the main

source of information for this article, but
there are many other resources within
our approved literature that provide
useful information on self-examination.
Self-examination is the principal theme
of the Big Book and our program of
recovery. Self-examination is a core tenet
of recovery from an illness that is physi-
cal, mental and spiritual in nature; it
helps us form a spiritual path of recovery

and create a connection to a power
greater than ourselves that can guide us
in our journey.
In summary, to quote the book one last

time, page 85 says, “What we really have
is a daily reprieve contingent on the main-
tenance of our spiritual condition. Every
day is a day when we must carry the
vision of God’s will into all of our activi-
ties. ‘How best can I serve Thee – Thy will
(not mine) be done.’ These are thoughts
which must be with us constantly.”

Serve to Live
Kathy S.

I often sign off on my e-mails to AA
members “Live to serve.” I should say
“Serve to live,” because that is how it has
worked for me. Over the past 7 years
when a drink seemed like an instant
answer, I always had someone in AA
counting on me the next day. No matter
the problem, the thought of having to tell
all those people I got drunk seemed
worse. I had been in AA about 6 months
when I attended my first district work-
shop. I had no idea what to expect, and I

honestly don’t remember the topic. The
speakers had driven long distances to
share their knowledge about being of
service to the fellowship. I walked away
with an understanding of how the struc-
ture of AAworks the same in the home
group, the state, and the world. I wanted
to get involved with something bigger
than myself and my home group. Full of
excitement about the workshop, I was
chosen to be the GSR for my home group.
Thankfully I was able to ride along with

the DCM and a couple of other AA
members to my first Maryland General
Service Assembly. After that I just rode
along whenever he went to an MGS meet-
ing. I was often the only GSR from my
district. I usually felt completely lost, but
always ended the day filled with the
spirit and energy of Alcoholics
Anonymous. After only a year the DCM
stepped down. I served the rest of his

(Self-Examination) continued from page 4...
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term, and then I was elected for my own
2 years. I just kept doing what I had been
watching other people do. By this time I
had a service sponsor, I was a service
sponsor, and I started to feel a part of this
big group at Maryland General Service. I
had come to look forward to my
Saturdays with them.
I had never traveled before AA. Now

I was finding my way to all parts of the
state and traveling to NERAASA almost
every year. Then in 2010, I was asked to
give a presentation for a panel on Unity
and Autonomy at the 75th International
Convention in San Antonio, Texas. I was
scared. I traveled there alone, but I found
my Maryland General Service family in
the Area 29 Hospitality room, and all was
good. At the Alamo Dome I was in a sea
of 50,000 AAs, but I would have missed it
if they had not asked me to serve.
Two years ago the Area Chair asked

me to be the Workshop Committee Chair.
My own sobriety had come full circle; I
had been so impacted by those servants
coming all the way to Salisbury to share
about service with me, and now it was
my turn to pay it forward. About 8
months into my term, I decided to accept
a job offer in the Baltimore area. Service
in AA had taught me I didn’t have to
know everything or have it all figured
out. I just had to trust that I wasn’t alone
and ask for help. Within a couple of
weeks I went from dreading what would
be a 3 hour commute every morning to
having a place to live 40 minutes from my
new job. All those years of Saturdays
given to AA created a network of support
that made moving possible.
This past December I gave my last

Committee report as Workshop Chair. I
said thank you for helping me stay sober
and almost sane for 2 tumultuous years,
and passed on my slideshow kit to the

next servant. My service has come full
circle now. I am the new Alternate GSR
for my newly chosen home group. Who
knows what the future will bring, but I
know it will include service to Alcoholics
Anonymous.
I hope my story can impress upon

DCMs and GSRs that a workshop in
their area can plant the seeds to help
both newcomers and longtimers alike. It
can light a spark in someone’s sobriety.
Start by having a conversation in your
meetings about the needs in your local
fellowship. Take a road trip to another
area for a workshop. If you need help
forming your ideas into a workshop,
contact the new Workshop Chair, Linda
J. She has been one of several people that
have been invaluable to me in presenting
various workshop topics over the past 2
years.
So, is it “live to serve” or “serve to

live?” Well, I think it’s both.

(Serve to Live) continued from page 5...

Message from Area 29 Panel 64 Alternate Delegate: 2014
Panel Meetings
Bill H., Area 29 Panel 64 Alternate Delegate

My name is Bill H., and I have the
privilege of being Area 29’s Alternate
Delegate (AD) to this year’s General
Service Conference, Panel 64. I’d like to
wish a Happy New Year 2014 to all of
AA and to Area 29 in particular. My
New Year’s wish is that 2014 will find
growth in your AA program and a
successful completion of the goals set
by Maryland General Service for 2014.
My job as AD is actually a simple

task in concept: to help prepare our
Delegate for the General Service
Conference in April. In the preparation
of our Delegate, all of Area 29 should
be involved and represented. Each and
every member of Area 29 has a right
and a solemn obligation to make his or
her voice heard.
We accomplish this task, first, by

forwarding to the Fellowship the
Conference Agenda items and their
individual history and background.
We divide the Area into six panels,
with each addressing two areas of
interest from the Agenda items. Each
panel will have an elected leader and
recorder, as well as a pre-appointed
mentor (for the lack of a better word).
The mentor will be experienced in the
General Service process and will
attend panel meetings for support
purposes only.
Each panel will hold a meeting or

meetings which both the Delegate and
AD will make an effort to attend.
Conflict of meeting times may impede
the attempt.
Once the panels are concluded, the

leader, the recorder, and any other

interested AAs from the panel will
report their findings to the Mini-
Conference. This will make it possible
for our Delegate to be completely
informed on all Agenda items.
This process is a chance for each

and every one of us, regardless of
opinion or ideology, to work together
for one common goal, the preparation
of our Delegate. The Delegate, in turn,
will come back from New York with
information to guide us in carrying the
message of AA to our Area.
During the next two years, I hope to

meet and work with as many members
of Area 29 as possible. My goal is to
be a good listener and a successful
channel for any problems and solu-
tions. I can be reached at 443-610-6101
or billherold1017@aol.com.
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MARYLAND GENERAL SERVICE
AREA 29

2014 CALENDAR

Area Committee Meeting February 15 District 36
Lexington Park, MD

NERAASA (Northeast Regional February 21 - 23 Warwick, RI
Alcoholics Anonymous Service
Assembly)

Area Assembly and Annual March 15 District 9,
MGS Inc. Board Meeting Carroll County, MD

Area 29 Mini Conference April 5 District 31
Severna Park, MD

THE MARGENSER IS YOUR NEWSLETTER

The Margenser Committee welcomes submissions.

We are here to serve you. Submissions should be

no more than 750 words and about service or

recovery. Please include your first name, last initial

and home group. Email all correspondence to

Margenser@marylandAA.org or mail to Maryland

General Services, PO Box 13457, Baltimore, MD

21203. The submission deadline for the next issue is

May 2, 2014.

REACHING OUT TO THE “DARK
DISTRICTS”

Many of our neighbors do not actively partici-

pate in Area 29, nor are their voices heard

within AA as a whole. We encourage you to

reach out to those districts without active GSRs

or DCMs, sharing your experience of service

beyond the home group and carrying the

message one-on-one. Area 29 welcomes your

ideas on how we can best do this and offers

our support.
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